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The Three Gorges Dam
edited by Jacqueline Nivard

Publications related to The Three Gorges Dam in English by Katiana Le Mentec.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9713

Realising China’s urbanisation dream
edited by Aurélie Martin

East Asia Forum article on urbanisation in China, by Wang Xiaolu, published 12 May 2014.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9742

Construction of Chongqing Industrial Museum, Dadukou district
edited by Oriane Pillet

Revitalisation of Dadukou old industrial district in Chongqing and the construction of Chongqing Industrial Museum. The project's objective is to combine economic redevelopment and heritage preservation through industrial heritage tourism.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9754

City of smiles
written by Miguel Elosua

Photo taken during a field trip to Chongqing in November 2013.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9790
Bringing sustainable infrastructure to urban areas
edited by Monique Abud

"The 20th century profoundly transformed our cities by seeking to adapt them to the automobile, a symbol of modernity, and thus encouraging speed and (individual) motorised travel.”
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9369

The China Urban Sustainability Index 2013
edited by Monique Abud

The Urban China Initiative (UCI) has launched the 2013 Urban Sustainability Index (USI) Report, a ‘tool to evaluate urban development, but also a reference for China’s policy makers and city planners’.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9591

Industrial renovation and transformation of old Chongqing Dadukou district
written by Chi-Han Ai

In 2013, Dadukou district is the only place in Chongqing that included in a national renovation plan proposed by the National Development and Reform Commission. The goal of the plan is to transform Dadukou into an "urbanised, social, economic” area.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9743

More green spaces in Chinese cities?
written by Sebastien Goulard

Green areas have increased in Chinese cities for the last twenty years, but more qualitative efforts are needed.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/9734
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